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Delta Gamma sorority earns B average for third consecutive quarter
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Delta Gamma sorority, earning a B average for the third consecutive quarter, led Montana State University living groups scholastically winter quarter, according to Registrar Leo Smith.

A grade index of 4.00 is an A average, 3.00 is a B and 2.00 is a C, the registrar explained.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, with a 2.61 average, led men's groups for the second straight time, the registrar said. Coeds, with 2.72, edged MSU men, who earned a 2.39 average. Sorority women, with 2.80, ranked above the 2.72 average of all university women, while fraternity men, with 2.36, were shaded by the 2.39 earned by all university men.

Ratings of women's groups, in descending order of grade averages, are Delta Gamma (3.056), Kappa Kappa Gamma (2.851), Synadelphic (2.836), Kappa Alpha Theta (2.781), Alpha Phi (2.762), Delta Delta Delta (2.760), Turner Hall (2.740), Corbin Hall (2.602), North Corbin Hall (2.553), Sigma Kappa (2.542) and Brantly Hall (2.517).

Rankings of men's groups are Sigma Alpha Epsilon (2.612), Alpha Tau Omega (2.537), Sigma Nu (2.422), Elrod Hall (2.420), Sigma Phi Epsilon (2.360), Phi Sigma Kappa (2.294), Theta Chi (2.220), Sigma Chi (2.213), Craig Hall (2.208), Phi Delta Theta (2.195) and Delta Sigma Phi (2.123).